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backpack that teaches essential water safety to remote communities. A smartwatch for
the visually impaired. An edgy HIV awareness campaign that embraces provocative
imagery.
As the Clio Health 2016 winners show, the depth and
diversity of health advertising is evolving as the field
expands to encompass more than the pharmaceutical
and health services that have historically served as its
backbone.
Today, health advertising reflects an increasing focus
on over-the-counter treatments and supplements, as
well as overall wellness and lifestyle campaigns that

address everything from fitness to nutrition to tech. As
the sphere of creative and innovative work has widened
to address the many facets of health, wellness and pharmaceutical advertising, Clio Health is better positioned
than ever to represent the industry it celebrates.
Now in its eighth year, the program culled entries from
more than 200 agencies, representing 30 countries worldwide across a wide range of categories and media, including Design, Digital/Mobile, Innovation, Film and Social Media. Evaluated by leading creative executives, the winners
reflect the best of what’s happening right now. Follow
Clios.com for ongoing interviews and features highlighting the creative work and minds within health advertising.
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GRAND
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WINNERS

From an engaging HIV awareness campaign to an informative spot about an innovative floating backpack that
can save schoolchildren’s lives, six campaigns won seven Grand Clio Health Awards in 2016. These top efforts
were selected from nearly 1,000 entries and represent
the best in health advertising from around the world.
"The Grand Clio Health Award represents, and celebrates, work at the top of the industry. This acknowledgment is reserved for campaigns and projects that
are far and away the most groundbreaking," says Nicole
Purcell, president, Clio. “When we look back at former
Grand Clio Health winners, we see work that stands the
test of time and remains in our collective consciousness.
It's the work that helps to evolve the industry—and is an
instant classic.”
The Grand Clio Health Award, an optional honor decided by three Executive Juries, is reserved for a campaign considered to be truly innovative—work that goes
far beyond that of the competition and may drive the
creative direction of the health industry moving forward.
“Each year, Clio gathers a panel of industry experts to deliberate and ultimately choose the most creative and original work from
around the globe,” Ms. Purcell says. “It's a task not taken lightly as these heavyweights determine the innovative quality of each
piece of work, the imaginative place it seeks to take an audience or the inspiration it provides to other creatives. ‘Is this work brave?’
‘Do I wish I had done it?’ ‘What message does it send?’ Those are the big questions we're looking to answer during deliberation.”

Mediums: Design and Innovation
Entrant Company: Serviceplan/
Serviceplan Korea
Title: Dot. The First Braille Smartwatch
Brand: Dot Incorporation
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“I can read in the dark. Can you?” says a woman bursting with pride in the two-minute film

for “Dot. The First Braille Smartwatch,” the winner of the Grand Clio Health Award in both the Design
and Innovation mediums.
This captivating spot, which features blind and visually impaired people using the groundbreaking—and slick—product, was created for Dot Incorporation by Serviceplan and Serviceplan Korea.
“The smartwatch incorporates several patents and a beautiful and functional design,” says Alexander Schill, global chief creative officer of the Serviceplan Group.
When it comes to wearable technology, blind and visually impaired people had been left behind.
Previous digital Braille devices were clunky and pricy, but this invention reduces the size, weight and
price (under $300). Its innovations help users become more independent.
With such a technically complex product, the campaign relies on the power of people to relay the
message. “Even though the core idea is pretty simple, there are so many technological details, and
you have to know about blind and visually impaired life first to understand the importance of many
details and the reasoning behind the design and technological decisions,” Mr. Schill says.
“Our goal in the communication for Dot Incorporation is to raise awareness for the perspective
of the blind and visually impaired, create empathy and to communicate the spirit that Dot Incorporation stands for, which is to empower people to tap their full potential and live their lives without
unnecessary obstacles, rather than to provoke pity.”
To raise awareness for the Dot Braille Smartwatch, a campaign was launched to target the general public as well as blind and visually impaired people, their friends and relatives, and marketed
the smartwatch through online film, social media, trade fairs, PR and discussions with institutions,
hoping to build word-of-mouth.
The agency prepared the campaign through research, workshops and meetings with blind and
visually impaired people. “We learned a lot and gained surprising insights about blind and visually
impaired life and daily routines, about structural problems such as Braille illiteracy, disadvantages
of audio solutions, media usage, the assistive technology market and the nonexisting technological progress in this area as well as the different challenges for groups within the blind and visually
impaired society,” Mr. Schill says.
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Medium: Integrated Campaign
Entrant Company: Calder Bateman
Title: HIV Tonight
Brand: HIV Edmonton

It’s shocking: 21% of Canadians with HIV don’t know they are infected. Young gay men in particular don’t see HIV as an issue, dismissing it as something that affects other people. Calder Bateman,
with its client HIV Edmonton, launched an integrated campaign to reach men ages 20 to 29 and
bring new awareness to the issue.
Working collaboratively with the client team headed by Laura Keegan, HIV Edmonton’s director
of resource development and public engagement, Calder Bateman discovered that social media
changed the dating landscape for men seeking men. “With Grindr, Tinder and Scruff, people are
swiping their finger and finding people to hook up with,” says Jeff McLean, the agency’s senior creative strategist. “It adds to the casualness of relationships. It’s a tough audience to reach because
everyone says, ‘I get it, but it doesn’t really affect me.’ ”
Therein was the challenge: How could they get the attention of a group—4,000 Edmonton men
who have sex with other men—who didn’t take more traditional warnings and public service announcements seriously? After brainstorming, HIV Edmonton and Calder Bateman decided to create
multiple pieces of collateral that would target the audience in different venues and platforms.
“The old message of ‘wear a condom’ is pretty tired, so we went with a strategy that uses straightforward, open language and speaks to men in a way they want to hear,” Mr. McLean says. “We didn’t
sugarcoat the message or the delivery.”
The campaign’s main hub is a website called HIVTonight.com, which features explicit language
and imagery. The microsite houses quizzes, activities and graphics such as a “penis graph,” a Holes
of Glory game and a poll about unprotected sex. Each element on the site has its own social-sharing
icon so it can be disseminated quickly and easily.
The integrated purchase also included gay bar and nightclub washroom posters, interactive postcards and a reversible card that encourages people to get tested for HIV or wear a condom. The
campaign ran for four weeks, with out-of-home placements and display ads that ran on a local gay
ad network. During that time the site had more than 6,000 unique visitors, far surpassing the effort’s
target goal. “We had three times the average click-through rate with the campaign,” Mr. McLean says.

Medium: Out of Home
Entrant Company: J. Walter Thompson
Colombia
Title: Lifesaver Backpack
Brand: Luki

When J. Walter Thompson Colombia was asked to come up with a corporate responsibility
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initiative for client Luki, the agency team’s first inclination was to address malnutrition. After all, the
idea would piggyback on the fruit snack manufacturer’s brand. However, after speaking with the Red
Cross of Colombia, the Bogota team realized that hunger wasn’t the most pressing issue.
“We found out children in the area weren’t dying from malnutrition. They were dying because
they were drowning on their way to school,” says Rodolfo Borrell, JWT Colombia’s chief creative officer. “They live in remote areas and take canoes to school. When the rains come and the rivers get
rough, they fall in.” In fact, over the past five years more than 1,000 Colombian children drowned
navigating the country’s unpredictable rivers, which turn into rapids when the skies open up.
“We said, ‘How can we do something for children that they could use every day and that would
not bother them?’ ”
Initially, the team explored the idea of floating school uniforms, but realized that wouldn’t easily
integrate with the children’s lifestyles. This led to the idea of buoyant backpacks, since the children
use backpacks to take books and supplies to school. “We then envisioned something that was a
cross between a life vest and a backpack,” Mr. Borrell says.
After consulting with an industrial design firm, Mr. Borrell and his team designed the Lifesaver
Backpack, a wearable flotation device with a waterproof backpack pocket. JWT then chose four communities that had the highest death rates from drowning to provide up to 700 life vests to children.
JWT and Luki delivered the first 100 Lifesaver Backpacks on Jan. 20, 2016, in conjunction with the
Colombian Red Cross. The agency shot footage of the children receiving backpacks to create an
awareness video that was posted to the web and tied in with point-of-purchase, shopper and online
programs. This collateral highlighted the program and let Luki customers know that a portion of the
candy’s purchase price would go toward securing more Lifesaver Backpacks for the target communities.
The initiative continues today. JWT expects to deliver another 170 Lifesaver Backpacks in December, and the program may expand to other countries, including India and Thailand, Mr. Borrell says.
“Winning the Clio is the highlight of my career, but we’re even more proud of the fact that we
won with an idea that’s going to make a difference for children not only in Colombia but all over the
world,” he says.
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Medium: Print
Entrant Company: TBWA\HAKUHODO Inc.
Title: Surgeon Tryouts
Brand: Kurashiki Central Hospital

When client Kurashiki Central Hospital looked to TBWA\HAKUHODO to help differentiate
between book-smart medical students and those with the essential hands-on skills to become worldclass surgeons, the result was a wholly new recruitment campaign dubbed “Surgeon Tryouts.”
The effort, touted in Tokyo via a special recruitment website as well as YouTube and Vimeo, was
developed as a result of the fundamental insight that top surgeons require dexterity, keen eyesight,
nerves of steel and the ability to persevere under tremendous pressure rather than just having the
book knowledge conventional Japanese medical schools usually focus on. The campaign introduced a
series of tests for new recruits that had them racing the clock to fold tiny origami cranes, reassemble
a model of a tiny insect and create miniature pieces of sushi from single grains of rice.
To get medical students to participate in the tryouts, TBWA developed a painstakingly detailed
print poster featuring the tiny origami cranes, insects and single-grain-of-rice sushi they would be
required to create during the tryouts. The posters were displayed at medical school recruiting events
and on bulletin boards in medical schools throughout the country.
“We planned this tryout to reveal the potential and uniqueness of the students that ordinary written exams and interviews could not show,” says Dr. Toshio Fukuoka, director of the Human Resource
Development Center at Kurashiki Central Hospital.
It worked. Dr. Fukuoka says that “Surgeon Tryouts” succeeded in “truly disrupting the traditional
practice of how surgeons are hired in Japan.”
The agency agrees.
“We are excited to see that ‘Surgeon Tryouts’ has caught global attention and hope we are making
a difference in the hiring process for medical professionals in the world,” says Kazoo Sato, TBWA\
HAKUHODO’s executive creative director.
“The hospital has gone on to actually hire young doctors who went through the screening process
we developed with Kurashiki, and the concept behind the tryouts has now been officially adopted
as standard recruiting process for future hires for the hospital,” Mr. Sato says. “We are glad that this
campaign has made a difference to the Japanese medical industry and has now received global recognition. We are extremely honored to receive such a prestigious award.”

Medium: Public Relations
Entrant Company: Dentsu Inc.
Title: Second Life Toys
Brand: Green Ribbon Project Committee

In an effort to build acceptance of organ donations for children in Japan, Dentsu created
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an unusual visual metaphor: transplant operations for broken toys. The resulting campaign, a global
public relations effort dubbed “Second Life Toys,” aims to combat negative associations about organ
donations by featuring neglected toys with cute visible fixes that allow them to be played with again.
Dentsu Creative Directors Akira Suzuki and Togo Kida came up with the idea of bringing toys back
to life for client Green Ribbon Project Committee in an attempt to help the transplant organization
increase the number of child organ transplants in Japan beyond the fewer than 10 operations that
occur annually, 3.4% of the number conducted in the U.S.
The campaign was also developed to start the conversation about organ transplants in general. In
Japan, only 12.6% of people have explicitly stated what should be done with their organs, and depicting a “pseudo organ transplant experience” through toys was intended to help people to declare
whether they want to be a donor or not.
“People in Japan tend to associate the topic of organ transplant with death, and therefore have an
unconscious tendency to avoid talking about this topic,” Mr. Kida says. “In order to combat this situation, we had to communicate with parents and let them understand to further increase the potential
number of organ donors.”
Both Mr. Suzuki and Mr. Kida recalled instances in their own childhoods when they had attempted
to fix a broken toy by attaching parts of another broken toy and realized that the idea of wanting to
fix something to make it even better than it was before was a good one.
“We thought to use toys as a living manifestation of something important that keeps on living after
changing its appearance,” Mr. Suzuki says.
Because of the visual nature of “Second Life Toys,” which pictures the “transplanted” toys on the
website secondlife.toys and in a video on YouTube as well as through public relations efforts to global
media, Dentsu was able to expand its reach beyond its original target group of Japanese parents and
give a worldwide audience the chance to talk about organ transplants.
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Medium: Social Media
Entrant Company: DAVID
Title: Manboobs
Brand: MACMA

When you’re trying to save lives by demonstrating breast self-exams to as many women as

possible on social media and censors stand in your way, that’s the time to get truly creative.
The Buenos Aires office of DAVID rose to the occasion for its client, Movimiento Ayuda Cáncer de
Mama, a breast cancer help movement that wanted to spread the word on the importance of breast
self-exams. Based on the research that women check their phones an average of 110 times a day,
DAVID wanted to get to those phones via Facebook and Instagram with breast exam demos.
But the agency team needed to get around the censorship rules forbidding women’s naked
breasts to be displayed on those social media outlets. Executive Creative Directors Joaquín Cubría
and Ignacio Ferioli worked on the problem for almost a month before it hit them: It was a woman’s
breasts, not a man’s, that would be censored—so why not use a man?
The result is “Manboobs,” a hilarious turnabout video featuring a breast exam demo on a hairy
man’s “boobs” that ran on Facebook for 10 days and went viral across media outlets, including
Buzzfeed, Upworthy, CNN and the BBC, to successfully reach its broad adult female target.
“ ‘Manboobs’ is about freedom, the freedom every woman should have to learn through social
media how to do a breast cancer test,” says DAVID Founder Gaston Bigio. “Censorship is forbidding it
nowadays, and we can’t let that happen anymore. So we created ‘Manboobs,’ which has become the
most viral, most viewed breast cancer test in history.”
The goal was to bring awareness and education about self-exams to “every woman on this planet
that has access to social media,” Mr. Bigio says, and also to make a strong statement against “stupid
censorship.” In fact, Mr. Bigio’s mother was prompted by the campaign to give herself a breast exam
for the first time in her life. “It meant a lot,” he says.
Mr. Bigio credits the entire team for the award-winning work. “It feels terrific to win the Clio,” he
says. “Everyone at DAVID feels honored and proud and happy that this message keeps expanding
and getting more PR.”

2016 GOLD AWARD WINNERS
MEDIUM: AUDIO
Entrant Company: Havas Life São Paulo
Title: Parkinsounds
Brand: Teva
MEDIUM: DESIGN
Entrant Company: Dentsu Inc.
Title: Second Life Toys
Brand: Green Ribbon Project Committee
Entrant Company: TBWA\HAKUHODO Inc.
Title: Surgeon Tryouts
Brand: Kurashiki Central Hospital
MEDIUM: DIGITAL/MOBILE
Entrant Company: Havas Life São Paulo
Title: Parkinsounds
Brand: Teva
Entrant Company: Serviceplan/
Serviceplan Korea
Title: Dot. The First Braille Smartwatch.
Brand: Dot Incorporation
MEDIUM: DIGITAL/MOBILE TECHNIQUE
Entrant Company: Serviceplan/
Serviceplan Korea
Title: Dot. The First Braille Smartwatch.
Brand: Dot Incorporation
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MEDIUM: FILM
Entrant Company: Medulla Communications
Pvt. Ltd.
Title: Last Words
Brand: Indian Association of Palliative Care

Entrant Company: J. Walter Thompson
Bangkok
Title: Touchable Ink
Brand: Thai Samsung Electronics/
Thai Association of the Blind

Entrant Company: Publicis Life Brands
Resolute
Title: Slam Poetry—Daniel
Brand: Xolair

Entrant Company: McCann Health
Title: Virus X Virus
Brand: Brazilian Society of Immunizations

Entrant Company: Seiden Advertising
Title: Unmasking a Killer
Brand: New York-Presbyterian
MEDIUM: FILM TECHNIQUE
Entrant Company: Publicis Pixelpark
Title: The Barmer GEK “Moshpital”
Brand: Barmer GEK

MEDIUM: INTEGRATED CAMPAIGN
Entrant Company: BVK
Title: Courage Campaign
Brand: Moffitt Cancer Center
Entrant Company: Hill Holliday
Title: WeGotYou
Brand: Partnership for Drug Free Kids

Entrant Company: Seiden Advertising
Title: Unmasking a Killer
Brand: New York-Presbyterian

MEDIUM: OUT OF HOME (two awards)
Entrant Company: Medulla Communications
Pvt. Ltd.
Title: Slums (Housing Colonies) for Worms
Brand: Zentel

MEDIUM: INNOVATION
Entrant Company: Area 23
Title: Hero Gene
Brand: Be the Match

MEDIUM: PRINT
Entrant Company: Leo Burnett Chicago
Title: Names Campaign
Brand: Donate Life America

MEDIUM: PRINT TECHNIQUE
Entrant Company: Area 23
Title: Melanoma Monsters Campaign
Brand: Mollie Biggane Melanoma Foundation
MEDIUM: STUDENT DESIGN
Entrant Company: Bydeigner IMC
Title: Wearable Device for Autistic Children
Brand: Harmony
Entrant Company: Miami Ad School
Title: Magical Ears
Brand: Disney
MEDIUM: STUDENT OUT OF HOME
Entrant Company: Miami Ad School
Title: Magical Ears
Brand: Disney
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THE BEST OF THE YEAR
The Clio Health Awards highlight outstanding work in the health

field by many different agencies and companies around the world. But
one agency, one advertiser and one network stand out above the rest in
this year’s competition: Serviceplan is Agency of the Year, Dot Incorporation is Advertiser of the Year and J. Walter Thompson is Network
of the Year, with substantial wins from seven offices around the globe:
New York, Bangkok, Bogota, Sydney, San Juan, São Paulo and Cape Town.

Agency of the Year: Serviceplan
Advertiser of the Year: Dot Incorporation
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“What’s exciting about being a judge is seeing what’s being done within
the industry, in a condensed, focused, short period of time—especially when
that work is representative of the global community and industry,” says Clio
Health Awards Jury Chair Jeremy Perrott, global chief creative officer of McCann Health. “What I love is the refreshing spread of work where brilliance is
on display and I can go away motivated and inspired with that niggling creative trait ... of knowing there was something I saw that I wish I had done.”

Dot. The First Braille Smartwatch. Think about that. A lightweight, chic and affordable

smartwatch for people who are blind and visually impaired. It’s a game changer. But it’s a complicated game changer, a product that’s not so easy to explain.
To make it more accessible, the agency, Serviceplan, created a two-minute film interweaving reallife visually impaired people talking about using the smartwatch with Dot Incorporation CEO Eric Kim
discussing its technical aspects. It marries a truly pioneering product to a fascinating message of
empowerment.
“The spirit of empowerment in all areas of life is very important to Dot Incorporation,” says Alexander Schill, global chief creative officer of the Serviceplan Group. “The product is for blind and visually impaired people, so letting them experience it and talk about it seemed like the best and most
authentic way” to introduce it.
The Dot Braille smartwatch addressed a real need among the blind and visually impaired community of 285 million people worldwide. Of these, only 5% own digital Braille reading devices of any kind.
Dot hopes to change that with its invention. “It’s pure creative innovation,” says Clio Health Awards
Jury Chair Elizabeth Elfenbein, a partner at The Bloc. “The team that invented the Dot device not only
created a flawless idea, but ensured that everything about the device focused on the user interface,
making the design equally as important as the technology that fuels the device.”
Part of the campaign’s success is due to the structure of the relationship between Serviceplan and
Dot. “We have not only worked together with Dot Incorporation on design, applications, partnerships
and marketing projects, but also invested financially in the company,” Mr. Schill says. “It is not really a
traditional agency-client relationship, but more of a long-term investment."
Dot gave the agency team lots of creative freedom, but “it was more about getting it right and
creating value than creative craziness. So we listened a lot to the great experience and insights they
have about blind and visually impaired life,” Mr. Schill says. “And it’s a great product. That’s why we
work for it and are honored and proud to be able to do so.”
All that adds up to a team that won the Clio Health Awards’ Agency and Advertiser of the Year.
“The Dot campaign went beyond where the healthcare communications industry is currently,”
says Jury Chair Jeremy Perrot, global chief creative officer of McCann Health. “We all felt that we had
seen something that raised the bar, delivered the unexpected and enhanced the quality of life.”
In addition to this honor, Serviceplan also ranked as the No. 4 Network of Year.
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THE BEST OF THE YEAR

Network of the Year: J. Walter Thompson

When it comes to networks, J. Walter Thompson stood out at this year’s Clio Health Awards,

bringing home one Grand, one gold, eight silver and seven bronze honors, plus being shortlisted once.
“As champions of brand pioneering, J. Walter Thompson places the human challenge at the center
of our thinking,” says Matt Eastwood, worldwide chief creative officer of the Network of the Year winner. “We didn’t just make great commercials, we pushed the boundaries and invented new things.
We found new spaces and created new initiatives.”
Among the network’s most boundary-pushing new initiatives was “The Touchable Ink” campaign
from J. Walter Thompson Bangkok for Thai Samsung Electronics. Partnering with the Thai Association
of the Blind, JWT helped create a special ink that transforms home printers into Braille printers. The
innovation, which allows consumers to heat up the ink to convert text into Braille, was based on the
understanding that Braille printers were prohibitively expensive for most blind people.
Similar groundbreaking innovation fueled the work of J. Walter Thompson Colombia in Bogota
for client Casa Luker’s Luki Fruit Snacks. Understanding that more than 1,000 children have died in
recent years from drowning in the country’s remote jungle rivers as they make their way to school in
unsafe boats in unpredictable weather, JWT helped develop a social responsibility program offering
Lifesaver Backpacks. The effort’s extensive out-of-home initiatives, which allowed Luki to drive the
conversation on water safety and tout the whimsical floatable backpacks complete with CPR instructions, won the network a Grand Clio Health Award.
“I believe that the single most important attribute for any agency, small or large, is creativity,” Mr.
Eastwood says. “It is the main reason for a client to buy an agency. You can be brilliant at running the
business—but if the creativity is not there, you’re going to lose.”
Breaking new ground, taking risks and creating work that “impacts people, culture and commerce”
is what JWT attributes this past year’s winning brand-building campaigns to. And, of course, there is
the real understanding of human challenges at its center.
“Our teams were passionate to make our work more human and give it real purpose,” Mr. Eastwood says.

NETWORK OF THE YEAR: RUNNERS-UP

Network: McCann WorldGroup

“Health is one of the most dynamic disciplines, one that really opens its doors to technology, innovation and great creativity,” says McCann Global Chief Creative Officer Jeremy Perrott.
McCann, the No. 2 network in the Clio Health Awards this year, brought home two silver awards
for Audio Technique and one bronze award in the Integrated Campaign category for its “Make a
Nappy Happy” campaign for Typharm’s Docusol constipation relief for babies. The effort, by McCann
Health London, features a singing, dancing, guitar-playing diaper looking to be filled, and it typifies the
kind of stellar out-of-the-box creative that Mr. Perrot says comes from “instilling a sense of self-belief
and providing the best environment so that creative people can fly,” adding, “Anything is achievable.”

FCB ranked as the No. 3 network in the Clio Health Awards this year largely by breaking the
Network: FCB

rules, says Chief Creative Officer Rich Levy: “We’ve made a huge effort over the last four years to hire
the best and brightest creatives, people who don’t know the ‘rules’ of healthcare advertising."
For example, the award-winning “Hero Gene” campaign from Area 23 New York for bone marrow transplantation organization Be the Match came from the statistic that it takes 500 people to
register to get one match. An online survey showed those who attend comic conventions were likely
donors because they believe in being heroes, so FCB asked attendees of New York’s Comic Con, “Do
You Have the Hero Gene?” The result: 500 registrations, one perfect life-saving match.

The work that placed Publicis Healthcare at No. 5 network in the Clio Health Awards
Network: Publicis Healthcare
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comes from its Power of One philosophy, says Graham Mills, global chief creative officer, as well as
striving for “simple ideas that connect people ... and allow us to influence the conversation.”
Mr. Mills points to two award-winning campaigns that tap into simple emotions. “Slam Poetry,” by
Public Life Brands Resolute London for Novartis’ Xolair medication for CSU skin conditions, Mr. Mills
says, "talks on a human level.” Likewise, “Real Expressions,” by Saatchi & Saatchi Wellness London
for Botox provider Allergan, aimed to help consumers better understand how the lines and wrinkles
formed from repeated facial expressions can easily be reduced.
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